
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRE:  

Special books 
‘The Easter story’  

We will be engaging in books and 

poems linked to Easter. We will 

have Easter egg hunts, make 

Easter crafts and explore why we 

celebrate Easter. 

Humanities: 

The world 

All about the Four Seasons for 

Kids! | Learn about the Four 

Seasons (youtube.com) 

We will be exploring the 

different seasons and the 

changes that happen 

throughout the year as the 

weather changes.  

   Expressive arts and design 

We are going to be focusing on 

photography this term. Using 

technology to take photos and view 

these after. We will be exploring the 

natural environment to see what we 

can photograph. 

Music 

We will be enjoying sessions of Jo 

Jingles this term. 

We will use a range of instruments and 

use our bodies to make different 

sounds. 

 

 

Physical programmes 

See child’s individual targets  

Parachute games, anticipating when 
something is going to happen.  

Keep active and practice your gross and 

fine motor skills. 

Roll and catching balls, turn taking 
games. Encourage child to take turn 

with items, Your turn, my turn. 

Encourage wellness sessions, 
relaxation music, foot/hand 

massage/playdough. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PSED 
Our PSHE/RSE topic this term is about 

keeping safe. 

We are going to be focusing on who can 

support us to keep safe at home and 

school. 

We will then explore people who can 

keep us safe in the environment. 

 

Curriculum overview 

Cherry class  

Semi- formal Curriculum 

Year 1 Term 4  February 2024 

 

Chocolate & Easter 

 

Communication and Literacy 

Stories and songs: Find them on YouTube or share favourite books 

at home: 

  

Phonics: Work on listening skills and making sounds. For those 

pupils who are able, sing nursery rhymes, explore instruments, and 

begin to recognise letters and blend simple CVC words. Make and 

explore sound bottles. Go for a walk in the community and listen to 

the environmental sounds. Listen to the initial sounds of words.  
Reading comprehension: Developing early comprehension skills 

through activities linked to key texts e.g., exploring objects/pictures, 

answering questions about texts, finding pictures in books, share 

books at home. 

Mark making/Writing: pencil control, letter formation, make 

marks/imitate marks in loose materials such as glitter, sand or flour. 

Explore playdough and use sequins, pipe cleaners or stick to explore 

with the playdough.  

Communication: Sing rhymes related to topics and join in actions, use 

signs and symbols to ask for objects, role play parts of the stories. 

Rhymes we will be exploring this term: 

I am the baker man - BBC Teach 

Hippity Hop Easter Bunny Lyric Video - The 

Kiboomers Preschool Songs & Nursery Rhymes 

(youtube.com) 

Easter Song for Kids - Easter Special | Nursery 

Rhymes for Children | Kids Academy 

(youtube.com) 

 

 

 

Maths 

Quantity 

We are going to be identifying 
quantities of a range of objects 

focusing on the key vocabulary of 
fewer/greater/more/less. 

 
 

Number 

We will be focusing on number 
recognition during our Attention 

Autism sessions.  
 

Shape 
Pupils will be building items using 
shapes, sorting these into given 

criteria, and exploring what we can 
do with 3D shapes such as roll the 

sphere. 
 
 

 

Science 
Materials 

We will be exploring and identifying a 

range of materials. We will be looking 

at wood, plastics, stone etc and sorting 

these into groups. 

 

Computing 

Controlling a device 

 

We will be observing changes on the 

screen as we use different 

programmes on the IWB and iPads. 

Pupils will explore a range of 

interactive games. 

 

 

 

Key Vocabulary signs this term 

 

Easter 

Materials 

Egg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EH6Bu8tpUsM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EH6Bu8tpUsM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EH6Bu8tpUsM
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-i-am-the-baker-man/zkjrf4j
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuWGdAPh8rI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuWGdAPh8rI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuWGdAPh8rI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mfz3gSyoOWE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mfz3gSyoOWE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mfz3gSyoOWE

